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Abstract With the development of Utility Theory transportation behavior should be

explained once again. This paper covers the analysis of shippers' port-choice. With

considerations of Utility Theory, shippers choose calling port not only in account of

costs, time and distance, but also the effrcient utilization and good service ofthe port,

thus the satisfaction in result. In brief, more and more shipPers pay great attention to

how to make his utility maximum, and that is the key factor for the port's operators,

too. This paper inuoduces thc Disaggregate Behavioral Model and Utility Theory in

general; efralyze the factors to which considerations are given before any decision is

made by the shippers on port-choice. To obtain a good solution, the paper established

the Utility Function then, by use of Disaggregate Behavioral Model, draws the

conclusion: what is the main effecting factors in the shippers' port-choice action' The

main purpose of the paper is to provide port-operators some reference in terms of

theory.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Port is defined, in general terms, as "a harbor town or city where ships may enter and work

cargo (landing/unloading)". Traditionally, people hold the fact that ports have a specific

vocation and may not necessarily captivate their users-

port operators in the past years aiso gave little considerations on competition and service'

They regarded the followings as their obligations towards their users: be able to assure safety,

security, unobstructed and expeditious flow of traffrc in and out of the limits of the port'

complementary to u,hich is the stability and reasonableness of port rates, tolls, dues and

charges. So port industry was once a kind of monopoly.

But with the development of containerization and the increase of access methods over land.
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ports, especially container ports are in great competition especially when ports are situated in
close proximity of one another. The border of hinterland became vaguer than ever, ship
movements remain unpredictable and have the potential of not neqessarily dedicating
themselves to calling at the same port on subsequent voyages, so it is not necessary tbr
shippers to choose the nearest port geographicaily and this also enables shippers to remain
opportunistic by maximizing their utilities.

Therefore, in developing a set of tariffs for a port, understanding and appreciating the
shippers' requirements are important considerations, as are some of the other related complex
factors that must also be taken into account, which is management and service. By which, port
can captivate both the ships and the shippers. While this is the primary aim of any port
administration, it must be appreciated that there is. as well. a parallel aim, which is to ensure
that the port not only remains viable but also continues to progress into the future.

Because shippers' choice can inherently increases the ships to arriving at the port, so

considering the length ofthe paper, only the behavior ofshippers is discussed here.

On the other hand, analysis of the shippers' port-choice is also related to the behavior of
shipping companies when they decide their routes. Shippers are very important to shipping
companies, so the port that can provide good service to shippers can be, in great extend,
chosen by shipping cornpanies. It must be bome in mind that the guiding principle in the
development of a port, apart from market forces. must always be one of .faimess-captivate
more users.

Disaggregate Model is used in this paper as the main method. It is a new model to forecast
transportation demand and is w-idely applied in road and air traflic programming, while
shipping industry usually takes statistics as analysis means. Generally, statistics can reflect the
whole station of the subject port and its trend of the future. But lack of enough variable
parameters caused the forecast result lack of individuality. In fact, when a shipper choose a

port, he will take many f4ctors into account, different shippers may exercise different options
because of different commodities, O-D positions, business habits and hence, may have very
different activities and utilities.

Disaggregate model can set more political paramcters

decision-makers' individualities, complementary to rvhich is

analysis of the object port. The model will be introduced in part

order to tell different
meticulous forecast and

2. REVIEW OF TIIE PAST

There are studies about shippers' port-choice in recent years. As far as the author knows,
studies in this field are:

I Matsumoto Masaji and Yamaguchi Kiyokazu
They summarize the following charges in their model: transporting cost over land from where

tn

the

UI.
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the shipper positioned to the port; harbor dues; cost and interest of the cargo caused by

waiting for a ship. The sum of all the costs is defined as the shipper's "total logistic cost". A

shipper will choose a port depending on whether the decision can minimize his total cost.

2 Kokuryo Eiyu
Cost over land and the cost due to a vessel entering and staying within harbor limits are added

to be the "logistics cost" in the model. We get the modcl about shippers' port-choice by

minimizing the cost and considering the port's cargo flow. Because the shippers' behavior has

no reversibilitv to the port service, the model is then extended to a Markov chain.

3 Miki Tatehiko
professor Miki leaded the shippers' assessment about port service into the model. Taking

transit time over land and cost as the variable, the model describes shippers' behavior with

disaggregate model.

All the models stated above assess port tur"a on the shippers' logistics cost, to obtain the cost,

they forecast the transporting tonnage of the shippers in a certain area, for example uithin a

province, then predict the transit torurage of every port. But the actual cost shippers paid is

diffrcult to calculate and it is hard to tell the individuality ofeach shipper.

3. DISAGGREGATE MODEL & UTILITY THEORY

Disaggregate Model is widely used as a new kind of forecasting method. The model and its

practicability are proved useful especially in the field of transportation programming, mainly

because of the limitation of traditional statistics and the variety of access methods.

Besides, with the use of utility theory, travelers' individuality is amplified and reflected

directly, hence, the explanation oftransportation is more reasonable'

The essential prerequisite ofdisaggregate model is that "one can make decision according to

his own willing and he will choose what can maximize his utility among all the selections".

To be specific, suppose a person wants to go to the railway station that is 2 kilometers away

from his home. He could get there by bicycle, bus or taxi. Which one would he choose? There

is no incontestable conclusion. The result depends on not only time and cost, but also

everyone's characteristics, including: the purpose of his trip, age, gender differences,

occupation, income etc. Everyone will choose a proper action to meet his demand.

Here suppose " J, " is the collection of all the samplings which person " j " can choose, if he

chooses sampling " j "he will get the utility " U, '. We say "j" is chosen instead of " 7"' only

when:

U.>LIii*i i eJ, (1)
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According to utility theory Urcanbe divided into two parts: fixed part"v;'and variable

part" €r",iz;

Uu=Vr+e,, e)

The probability of person" i " to choose" 7 " is P, ,

Pu =Prob(u >ur.;i * i',i' e J, )=prob(vr+er>v, +er,i * j',j' eJ, )

(o.rr.r;lr, =r ) (3)

Heree, subject to Gumbel distribution model, so P, can be also expressed as:

"*p(v,,\Pu= t,--,:iJL _j*i,j eJ, (4)

Z"*pV,)**o(%)

we can get Prby calculating z, , v, is not fixed according to different subject. Usually,

Vrcanbe supposed as follows:

v, =10, x*, (5)

Here,4 is parameter,

Xr1 is the character "k" of person "i", for example, consideration of service, charge fee,

time and distance etc. in terms of port-choice.

We use optimal estimation to obtain the estimation ofd*

Suppose B i, tt 
" 

optimal estimation offl

Let:

rQlx,,eu )= r,

(6)

(7)

r=ZZ5,nrftlx,,er )
i j6Ji

Here:

| 
, ifaction'J" is chosen

5r= I
L o others

d can be calculated by maximizing Z, Then we can get P, .
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The essential idea of disaggregate model is that we can get different probability of each

selection to be chosen with efficient consideration of decision-maker's individuality" In this
paper, we'll discuss what factors shippers will care when they trrnsport their cargoes through
a port. We'll use utility function and disaggregate model to get the probability and to what
edend the port will be chosen.

4.ANALYSIS OF TIIE EACTORS

There are many different factors that will affect the shippers' behavior, but every shipper,

irrespective his activity and location, has two common factors for port-choice consideration,

viz. time and cost.

4.1Time

In considering time, the general logical starting point is a survey of the range of the time.

Here, time means "tansit time" including "transporting time over land" and "waiting time in
port". That is:

"Transit time : transportiag time over land (1'1) + waiting time in port (T2)"
(l) Tr

As is well known, time is determined, physically, by distance and speed. Thereafter

commences a calculation of "transporting time over land", factors for consideration are:

"distance over land" and "access methods". The importance of distance over land is obvious.

Usually, shippers will choose a near port or the neighboring port in the region/area.

On the other hand, with the use of container, it is easier for shippers to tansport their cargo

over land by many kinds of access methods, so despite of the distance, shippers usually

consider how many surface modes can the port provide, for example: common road, highway,

railway, special train for container only, etc. Among all the modes, shippers can choose one or

some of them to coniplete.the transportation over land, different choice need different time

and cost, inherently different utilities.

(2)Tz

The other part of "transit time" is "waiting time iu port". Because ship costs is calculated on a

daily basis, it is important for shippers to shorten the u,aiting time in port as possible as they

can. In general. ship's waiting time are determined mainly by:
. whether logistics system service is available
. port service time (12W24h)
. convenient to pass the customs (how many customs brokers do they have)
. working (loading/unloading) effi ciency
. frequency ofdispatching a ship
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4.2 Cost

Like other business, benefit is
decreasing cost are two main

consideration. Generally, costs

groups, viz.:
. distance over land

' access methods

Miaojia LIU and Zan YANG

the primary aim of any shipper. Increasing revenue and

balancing methods, so cost is an important aspect for
generated by the transportation over land fall under three

. whether logistics service is available

As explained earlieq the longer the distance is, the higher the cost will be. If special train for

container and logistics system is available, it needs little time, *'hile at the same time, highly

priced.

Charges generated in the ports includes:
. costs connected with the cargo loading/unloading
. fuel costs of the port

' costs ofcanals (ifhave)
. costs of marine aids and piloting

' lighthouse dues and charges
. agency expenses at a domestic/foreign port
. anchorage: vessel anchoring or mooring for cargo-work or awaiting berth within defined

harbor limits
. berthage: vessel trying alongside a wharf, quay, jetty etc.
. wharfage: the provision or use of a wharf and the charge for a vessel conducting

cargo-work etc.

Different shippers place different emphasis on the factors, to reflect the individuality of each

one, it is not necessary for shippers to consider every factor as stated above. Shipper can

choose some of them that are important enough to affect his behavior. So different

profit-measuring iadicator can be used.

4.3 Others

Besides time and cost, there are some other factors that shippers will care. for example:

management and service of the port, business habits of the shipper, special demand of the

cargo, facilities of the port even the relationship between the shipper and the port. Sometimes

it is necessary to compare different harbor dues among different countries, while sometimes in

one country it can be ignored.

5. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

As analyzed above, the utilit-v function of the shipper based of disaggregatc model is:

(J, =ant, + po, +a'u'1+ B'o'vl)",X0 +a,
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Here:

U, : lhe utility of shipper " i " if port " 7 " is chosen

u j :avetage time of tansporting cargo through P9fr "i "

a : patameter, meaning to what degree does the shipper think highly of z,

o, :variance of average time u.,

/ : parameter, meaning to what degree does U, be influenced by o,

u i iaverage cost of hansporting cargo through port " 7 "

a : pammeter, meaning to what degree does the shipper think highly of z'7

o, :variance of average cost tl'l

B' '.puameter,meaning to what degree doesU, be influencedby o 1 .

I : number of the factors a shipper will care besides time and cost

X, : characters of shippef i"

i, : parameter, meaning to what degree does U, be influencedby X ,

a, l variable utility of shipper "f "when the shipper choose port 13i'

As defined earlier,

Uu=Vr+e,

v, =l0r x*,

In view of this paper

V, = au, + Bo , + a'u' 1 + B' o' ,'l)",X ,

0* =la,B,a',F',A, f'

Xar =fu y,o,,u','o't,X1, I

To obtain the optimal estimation of d*

Letl.

r =Zlanurllx,,er \
i jcJl

I{ere:

(e)

(l 0)

(11)

(12)
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I if port " 7 " is chosen by shipper " I "

"tor= 
1
L o others

)
e:

"*p\y,

oV,)*I"*
l*J,l eJ,

*oV,)

rQ1x,,er )= P, P, is the probability of slripper "i"to choose port "./", according to the

definition:

D-t,. - (13)

j=t

Here, 7'means other ports besides subjcct port " j ", for example, Dalian, Yingkou, fianjin

and Qingdao are four ports located in a area, if we take Dalian as the subject port,

7 = { Oaian, Yingkou, Tianjin, Qingdao }

i=l-4;
j = { oatan };

y' = { Yingkou, Tianjin and Qingdao }

Here d canbe calculatedbyma,ximizingZ, hence I/, is available.

All the content stated above is personal utility and probability. As for the forecasting of

collectiorl suppose the function of characteristic value of the collection (suoh asXr) is,/'(x),

to get the share of the collection to be chosen, we use integration summation here, suppose the

share is " S, "

s, = J.r(ilx,e ).f(,)a, (14)

The result indicates in what proportion port ".r " will be chosen by the shippers.

Attention: In the model, X, means other factors besides time and cost, such as service,

business habits, special demand of the cargo, facilities of the port etc. In brief, it represents

the individuality of each shipper.

Because cost and time are two main factors depending on u,hich shippers wiil choose the port,

so in the model, time and cost are two independent volume of variables, each shipper can

choose some of the factors in each volume with the aim of gaining maximum utility.
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Here, suppose all the utilities can be summed linearly, that is to say, choose "minimum cost"

and "minimum time" separately, then by the model stated above get maximum utility of the

shipper.

6. CONCLUSION

The combination of disaggregate model and utility theory is a new method in the forecast of

shipping industry. It can take the individuality into the model, so the result is more liable.

The result is useful for the management and operation of a port. A port authority rnust not

forget the groups of shippers, since they are the main clients. With consideration of the

shippers' utilities, the port should pay more attention to service and management trying to

provide more facilities. In brief, the problem is how to captivate more users of the port.

But because of the limitation of tLe author's level and the length of the paper, only a model is

provided in the paper. Factors stated above in the paper are views ofthe author. It needs more

work with the development and application of the theorl'.
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